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Reminiscent of the books of Laura Ingalls Wilder, My Great-Aunt Arizona is an inspiring tale rich

with history, family, and artistry. Based on a true story, author Gloria Houston&#39;s joyous

recounting of her great-aunt Arizona&#39;s quiet yet meaningful life reminds us of the special place

a great teacher can hold in our heartsâ€”even after we&#39;ve grown up.Arizona was born in a log

cabin her papa built in the Blue Ridge Mountains. She grew into a tall girl who liked to sing,

square-dance, andâ€”most of allâ€”read and dream of the faraway places she would visit one day.

Arizona never did make it to those places. Instead she became a teacher, helping generations of

children in the one-room schoolhouse which she herself had attended.Supports the Common Core

State Standards.
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My Great Aunt Arizona by Gloria Houston, and illustrated by Susan Condie Lamb is a true tribute to

teachers everywhere. I have seldom been touched by a book for young men and women as much

as this one. The story is simple, but it is one of the most sincere works that I have seen for some

time now.The author's Great Aunt, Arizona Houston Hughes was born on Henson Creek in the Blue

Ridge Mountains. She attended a one room school house and from the very start, dreamed of

visiting far away places and seeing wonderful sights. The story follows the little girl, Arizona, as she



grows from a young girl to a woman, a wife, mother and teacher. Yes there were hardships,

obstacles placed in front of her, but her obvious determined spirit prevailed. Through sheer

stubbornness and will, Arizona does indeed receive her teaching certificate and begins her life long

teaching career teaching in the little one room schoolhouse where she herself attended.The story

follows the author's aunt through marriage, the birth of her child and her final retirement from a

profession in which she excelled. Mrs. Arizona Houston Hughes ended teaching several

generations of fourth grade students and having a great impact on their lives. She lived to the age of

93.This is a well written work. The author's low keyed, yet precise and poetic prose is almost

hypnotic at times. You feel and see what the young teachers feels and sees; through her eyes and

the eyes of those around her and knew her. Her wish to see far away places was never actually

fulfilled literally, but was fulfilled through the wonderful gift of knowledge, curiosity and wonder that

she was able to passes on to her many students.The illustrations in this small work are wonderful

and perfectly executed.
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